Living with Nature
Animal Science and Biology Bingo
Name the expert who
trains Mosuba

Stephanie Tien

Who gave us the grant
money for our Living
with Nature series?
Wells Fargo

Who is Mosuba?

Ask a question about
elephant enrichment

Name the species of
animal Nancy is the
supervisor for

Our silverback gorilla

How much food does
an elephant eat per day
Answer poll question
four correctly

Why do animals have
to go inside at night in
the Thailand zoos?
Large snakes live in the
area that could eat the
zoo animals

200-300 pounds per
elephant

Answer poll question
two correctly

Ask a question about
working with zoos in
Thailand

What specific African
plant do we grow for
the gorillas?
Afromomum

What is the goal of
Wild Welfare?

What does protective
contact mean?

African Bush Elephants

Answer poll question
one correctly

Ask a question about
gorilla training

Unite world experts in
animal welfare to
improve welfare of
animals in human care

Zoo keepers always
have a barrier between
them and the animal

What health problem
caused the Zoo to
change our gorilla diet?

Name the bony ridge
on a gorilla’s skull that
helps it chew

What is an EKG and
what does it do?

Name a specific type of
habitat enrichment we
provide our elephants

Heart disease

Sagittal crest

What is the name of
the elephant the experts worked with in
Thailand.
Jean Pin

What type of bear did
the experts work with
in Thailand?
Sloth bear

Why did the experts
have a giant pickle?
Enrichment for the
elephants (built extra
strong to withstand
power of animal)

What university do our
research students
attend?
North Carolina State
University

Echocardiogram, ultrasound for heart to
make sure it’s working
properly

Ask a question about
gorilla diet

Pond, tree shade, or
scratching post

Answer poll question
three correctly

